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TABLE i. Theoretical smoothing and MG-convergence rates.
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APPENDIX _: SAMPLE MULTI-GRID PRDGRAM AND OUTPUT.
This simple program of Cycle C (written in 1974 by the author at the
Weizmann Institute) illustrates multi-grid programming techniques and
exhibits the typical behavior of the solution process. For a full
description of Cycle C, see Sec. 4 or the flowchart in Fig. i.
The program solves a Dirichlet problem for Poisson equation on a
rectangle. The same 5-point operator is used on all grids. The Ikk 1
residuals transfer is the trivial one (injection), the Ikk_l interpolation
is linear. The higher interpolation (A.7) and the special stopping
criterion (A.16), reco-_ended _or the first [q/p] cycles, are not implemented
here.
For each grid Gk we store both vk and _ (k_l,2,... ,M). For handling
these arrays _ is a/so called vk+M. -- The coarsest grid has NX0 x NY0
intervals of length H0 each. Subsequent grids are defined as straight re-
finements, with mesh sizes H(k) - H0/2**(k-1). The function F(x,y) is the
right-hand side of the Poisson equation. The function G(x,y) serves both
as the Dirichlet boundary condition (#M) and as the first approximation
(UoM) . The program cycles until the L 2 norm of the residuals on GM is re-
below TOL, unless the work WU exceeds WMAX. After each relaxation
sweep on any grid G k, a line is printed out showing the level k, the L 2
norm of the ("dynamic") residuals computed in course of this relaxation,
and WU, which is the accumulated relaxation work (where a sweep on the
finest grid is taken as the work unit).
_T
.... " .i,,,,?-
Note the key role of the GRDFN and KEY subroutines. The first is used
to define a grid (vk) , i.e., to allocate for it space in the general vector
Q (where IQ points to the next available location), and to store its para-
meters. To use grid vk, CALL _Y(k,IST,M,N,H) retrieves the grid para-
meters (dimension MxN and mesh-size H) and sets the array IST(i) so that
k
vij - Q(IST(i)+j). This makes it easy to write one routine for all grids
k
v ; see for example, Subroutine POTZ(k). Or to write the same routines
(RELAX, INTADD, RESCAL) for all levels.
To solve an the same domain problems other than Poisson, the only
subroutines to be changed are the relaxation routine RELAX and the re-
sidual injection routine RESCAL, the latter being just a slight variation
of the first.
For different domains, more general GRDFN and KEY subroutines should
be written. A general GRDFN subroutine, in which the domain characteristic
function is one of the parameters, has been developed, together with the
corresponding KEY routine. This essentially reduces the pro crammin_ of
any _ulti-_Tid solution to the _ro_rammin_ of a usual relaxation routine.




















CYCLE C F 2-/0
Right-hand side of the equation




DO I K=I ,M
K2=2"" (K-I)
CALL GRDFN (K,NXO*K2*I,NYO*K2+I,H3/K2)










WRI_ (6,_) K,ZR_, WU
FORdAT(' LEVEL',I2,' _ESIDUAL _IOR_.='
IF (IRE.LT.EPS(K))GOTO 2
IF (WU.GX.WMAX) EETU_N












Multi-grid algorithm (see Fig. i)
, 1PEIO. 3, ' WORK=' , CPF7.3)
SUB_OUTINi GSDFN (N,IMAX,JMAX,HH)
























Set IST such that /_ "_//
vk(I,J)-Q(IST(T) + J),




COMaON Q (18000) ,IST(600)
CALL KEY (K,IST,Ii,JJ,H)
H2=H*_NH
DO 1 I=1 ,If
DO I J=l ,JJ
x= (i- I)*H
Y= (J- 1) _H
Q (!ST (i) +J) =F (X,Y)*H2
EETURN
F_ D
K NH FKv ÷ H(K) •
SUBZOUTINE PUTZ(K)
CO_aON Q (18000) ,IST(200)
CALL KEY (K,iST,II,JJ,H)
DO 1 !=1,If
DO 1 J=l ,JJ




CDM_ON Q (18000) ,iS_(200) ,IRHS(203)






















ERR " I iresidualsllL2
SUBBOUTINE INTADD(KC,KF)






Linear interpolation and addition








A=.5 _ (Q (ICO+JC)eQ(iCO÷JC-I))
An=. 5_ (Q (IC_+JC) ÷Q (ICM÷JC-1))
Q(IFO÷JF) = Q(IFO*JF) +Q(ICO÷JC)
Q (iFM÷J_) = Q(IFM*JF) +.5_(Q(ICO-JC) +Q(ICM+JC))
Q (IFO+JF-I) =Q (iFO÷JF-I) +A

























KRC _coarse (vKRF _vKF)v _ Ifine
"_L 6 RESIDUAL NOFM= 2.31aE÷01
EL 6 RESIDUAL N3RM = 2.76_E÷01
EL 5 RESIDUAL NORM = 2.659E÷01
EL 5 RESIDUAL NORM= 2.555E÷01
EL a RESIDUAL NORM = 2.317E+01
"EL _ RESIDUAL NORM = 2.095E÷01
EL 3 RESIDUAL NORM= 1.649E÷01
'?L 3 RESIDUAL NO_M= 1.285E+01
tEL 2 RESIDUAL NORM= 7.626E+00
tEL 2 _ESIDUAL NORM= 3.840E+00
_EL 3 RESIDUAL NORM= 5.058Z+00
r_L _ RESIDUAL NORM= 8.006E,00
/EL _ RESIDUAL NORM= 2.5_5E÷00
/EL 5 RESIDUAL NORM= 9.736E÷00
/EL 5 RESIDUAL NORM= 2._6_E+00
/EL 6 RESIDOAL NORM= 1.06_E÷01
/FL 6 RESIDUAL NORM= 2.4_2E÷00
;EL 6 RESIDUAL NORM= 2.399E.00
tEL 5 RESIDUAL NORM= 2.351E+00
tEL 5 RESIDUAL NORM= 2.303E+00
/EL a RESIDUAL NO_M= 2.173E+00
/EL _ RESIDUAL NO&M= 2.0_3;÷00
;EL 3 RESIDUAL NORM= 1.739E,00
VEL 3 RESIDUAL NORM = I._53E÷00
7EL 2 RESIDUAL NORM = 5.889E-01
VEL 2 RESIDUAL NORM= 6.183E-01
_EL 1 RESIDUAL NORM= 2.760Z-01
VEL I RESIDUAL NORM= 5.170E-02
VEL 2 RESIDUAL NORM= 2.292E-01
VEL 3 RESIDUAL NORM= 5._65_-01
VELa RESIDUAL NORM = 7.710E-01
VEL _ RESIDUAL NORM = 1.163E-01
VEL 5 RESIDUAL NORM = 8.657E 01
VEL 5 RESIDUAL NORM = 1.058E-01
VEL 6 RESIDUAL NORM = 9.059E-01
VEL 6 RESIDUAL NORM= 1.052E-01
VEL 6 RESIDUAL NORM= 1.012E-01
VEL 5 RESIDUAL NORM = 9.759E-02
VEL 5 RESIDUAL NORM= 9.452E-02
VELa RESIDUAL NORM = 8.710E-02
VEL _ RESIDUAL NORM= 7.960E-02
VEL 3 RESIDUAL NORM= 6.389E-02
%"V.L 3 RESIDUAL NORM = _ 931E-02
VEL 2 RESIDUAL NORM= 2.916E-02
VEL 2 RESIDUAL NORM= 1.622E-02
VEL 2 RESIDUAL NORM = 1.017E-02
VEL 3 RESIDUAL NORM= 1.9_9E-02
VEL _ RESIDUAL NORM = 3.128E-02
VZL _ RESIDUAL NORM = 8.843E-03
VEL 5 RESIDUAL NORM= 3.710 =_-02
VEL 5 RESIDUAL NORM= 8.a86E-03
VEL 6 RESIDUAL NORM= _.007=-02












































































































Error reduction by a factor
greater than 10 per cycle.
Each cycle costs 4.3 WU
Insensitivity: Results would
be practically the same
for any .005 < _ < .5





















DO I K=I ,M
K2=2 _* (K- I)
CALL GRDFN (K,NXO*K2*I,NYO'K2÷I,HD/K2)










WRITE (6,4) K,ER_, WU
FORMAT(' LEVEL',f2,' RESIDUAL NOR_--'
IF (ZRR.LT.EPS (K)) @OTO 2
IF (WU.GE.WMAX) RETURN





2 IF (K.EQ._) RETUP.N_..


















Define an IMAX x JMAX
array v .











































































Set IST such that
vk(I,J) = Q(IST(1) + J),
and set IMAX - IMX(K)
JMAX " JMX(K)






DO 1 I=I ,II
DO I J=l ,JJ
X= (l- 1) *H
Y= (J- 1) _H
Q (IST (!) +J) =Y (X, Y) _H2
RETURN
K NH FKv ÷ H(K) •
SUBROUTINE PUTZ (K)
COMZON Q (18000) ,IST(200)
CALL KEY(K,IST,II,JJ,H)
DO I I=I ,II
DO I J=1 ,JJ
I _ (IsT (1) _J) =o.
RETURN














A=(_I-R-_-Q (IO+J÷ 1) -Q (IO* J- I) -Q (I _.*J) -Q (Tp÷J)
ln'_n ...... _ ..........
::,-- Q(',:,.,,.olERE=SQRT (ERR) /H
F.ErURN
END
A Gauss-Seidel Relaxation sweep
on the equation
_v K - vKRHS
giving
ERR = I lresidualsl IL2
SUBROUTINE INTADD(KC,KF)




_ -_* IC- 1
JF=I
Linear interpolation and addition






IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MULTI-GRID METHOD FOR
SOLVING PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Fred G. Gustavson
Mathematical Sciences Department
IBM T. J. Watson Research Center
Yorktown Heights , New York 10598
Introduction: In the MULTT-GR_D method developed by A. Brandt [1], [2] for
solving partial differential equations (PDE), the boundary-value problem is
dlscretized in several grids of widely different mesh sizes. Interaction
between these levels enables one to solve the possibly nonlinear system of
N discrete equations in O(N) operations and to conveniently adapt the dis-
crstlzation (local mesh size, local order of approximation, etc.) to the
evolving solution in a nearly optimal way.
This paper presents an overview of a system of programs that allow a
user to generate and manipulate arbitrary two-dimensional grids. The user
would write a high-level program that would apply the MULTI-GRID theory to
his PDE. In so doing he would call upon system programs that allow him
to conveniently interact between various grids he must generate. In effect,
the system programs convert the FOETRAN language into a language to solve
PDE1svia the MULTX-GRID approach.
Our overview will show how one can effectively represent and manipulate
arbitrary two-dimensional grids. Generalization to three and higher dimen-
sions will be mentioned. Section 2 of the paper will describe our data
structure. Section 3 will catalog some of the syst_n programs and the
reason for their existence. Some brief details of their implementation
will be mentioned.
Section 2: A MULTI_GRTD DATA STRUCTURE
The basic tmlt of work in the MULTI-GRID method is the cost of one
relaxation sweep over the finest grid. Sweeping, therefore, must be an
efficient process. Assuming an x-y coordinate system* we will set up
a unlform mesh given by
X m X +ih
o x
y- yo+Jhy
where Xo' Yo' hx' h Y
specified by integers
(1)
are input parameters and grid points (x,_ are
i and J. We will assume that sweeping is done
in the coordinate direction; so, for example, we may sweep vertical lines
in the negative x direction. One-dimensional storage is very attractive
for storing a contiguous llne of data points since a minimal amount of
pointer structure is necessary to access It quickly. When there are gaps
in the llne we shall represent the data points as a union of intervals; an
interval is a contiguous llne of data points. An example will clarify these
ideas.
More generally, a coordinate system described by two parameters.




Let Xo = Yo 0 and h x 2h - I. _n Figure 1 there are lln_s of dataY
at x values between 2 and 6; i.e., integers in the interval [2,6]. For
each i, 2 < i < 6, there are one or more intervals of grid points; e.g.,
for i - 5 there are two intervals described by integer intervals [2,4]
and [8,11]. (See equation (i) for the relation between numerical value y
and integer value J.)
MULT_-GEID requires four different typ_s of sweeps: They are adaptive
sweeps, partial sweeps, segmental refinement, and selective sweeping.
Because of this we must be able to break up and/or combine grids easily into
other grids. This requires breaking up intervals and reforming them; in
many cases, however, the associated data does not have to be moved. To
facilitate this we propose a more flexible pointer structure, called the
QUAD* structure, to describe an interval.
Our data structure for a grid is made of two parts; logical or pointer
arrays to describe grid point (x,y) and data arrays for numerical values
associated with grid point (x,y). Pointer and integer data will be stored
In L space and numerical data in Q space. Assume that our grid is
arranged in lines pointing in the y direction. A quad consisting of four
integer values will describe the first x interval of lines. An x quad
representing interval [a,b] has the following representation:
Qua- ILoc I a I I NEX I
1 2 3 4
The second and third entries describe a and b; i.e., QUAD(2) - a and
QUAD(3) - b-a+l. The third entry of QUAD is the length (number of 7 lines)
of the interval. Entries one and four of QUAD are pointers into L space.
QUAD(1) contains the location in L space of the y QUAD describing line
x " xo + ahx. By convention the y QUAD describing llne x , Xo + lhx,
where a < I s b, is located at position LOt + 4(i-a) of L. QUAD(4)
contains the location in L space of the next x quad, if any, of the
QUAD is an abbreviation of quadruple.
Igiven interval of lines. The structure of any y QUAD is the same except LOC
points into Q space; i.e., the y intervals refer to grid points• Thus LOC
points at the numerical values that are associated with the given grid point.
























































If we want to process the points on line i = 5 we access location
L(_) + 4(5-2) " B + 12 in L. The QUAD at location 8+12 tells us that
grid points (5,1), (5,1.5), and (5,2) (see equation (i) to make translation
from J to y) are present; in addition, another interval is located at
L location 8+28. Looking at the QUAD at location 8+28 tells us that
grid points (5,4), (5,4.5), (5,5), and (5,5.5) are present. Also the
numerical values associated with those seven polr._s are stored, in order,
at locations 7+17 to 7+23 of Q space; e.g., v(5,1.5) = Q(7+18).
Section 3: SOME SYSTEM PROGRAMS FOR MULTI-GRID
The System Programs for MULTI-GKID will be classified according to
MULTI-GRID operations as described by the theory [1], [2]. Because of our
choice of data structure, some of these operations will be subdivided into
three parts. These parts are logical creation of pointer structure,
allocation of Q space for numerical values, and putting numerical values on a
grid. Table 1 below details our routines: they are listed as Routines 0
to Routines 4.





Get parameters from user; set up L and Q space
C_o_bac__ify L space via garbage collection
Compactlfy Q space via _arb_-_e collection






LSECT (k, & ,m)
LTPOSE (k,&)
L_N_S (k, _ ,m)
DELETE (k)
Create l ogicalgri_ structure given a c_ha_acteristic
function CR(x,y); i.e.,
CR(x,y) = t 0 (x,y) _ grid
1 (x,y) c grid
Create l_oglcal gri_ structure given 2 ftmctions,
i.e., Inequalities a £ x _ b and _(_) _ y _ g(x)
describe the boundary curve of the grid
Create l_ogical coarsening of grid k; call _t grid &
Create logical union of two grids; m - ku£
Create logical intersection of two grids, m - kn£
Create logical transpose of two grids; _ = kT:
i.e., Convert a grid stored by vertical lines into
one stored by horizontal lines.
Create logical difference of two grids; m - k-£
Create set of inner points from grid k; £ - INNER(k)
Delete logical structure of grid k












Allocate storage in O and supply pointers in L for grid
Delete storage in Q previously allocated to grid k.
Poin______the logical structure of grid k into
the numerical storage of grid £
T_.ransfer numerical values from grid k to grid £
T_ransfernumerical values in _rans_osed order from
grid k to grid £
Put function values F(x,y) into the Q space of grid k.
Each grid point (x,y) can have several values associated
with it. A parameter NF st,nding for number of function
values is associated with each grid. If NF > 1 then
PUTF inserts the first function value into Q space
Put vector f_unction VF(x,y) into the Q space of grld k.
Put scalar _unction F(x,y) into the jth function of
grid k; 1 _ J _ NF
Replace function by'constant in the above descriptions





Routines 3 - INTERPOLATIONS
FUNCTION/DESCRIPTION -
Transfer coarse values from grid k to fine values on grid £
Transfer _ine values from grid k to _oarse values on grid £





Routines 4 - E_OSURE ROUTINES
FUNCTION/DESCRIPTION
Supply user with array JR so that v(l,J) = Q(JR(IR+I)+J).
JR is the KEY array and S stands for single.
Single means each line consists of exactly one interval;
i.e., no continuation strings.
Supply user with several arrays so that user can sweep
easily an arbitrary grid.
Tab le 1
Several of the above routines are easy to implement. The more difficult
ones are in Routines 1 and 3. Since our data structure is predicated on the
interval many of the programs in Routines 1 become simpler if one considers the
corresponding operation for interval. In LUNION, for example, we consider
the problem of finding a union of intervals; i.e., given [al,bl],...,[ai,bi]
and [Cl,dl],...,[cj,dj] we want to form [el,fl],...,[eK, fK] as the union
of these two lines. An efficient algorithm can be implemented to solve this
subproblem; the algorithmcan then be used as a subroutine within LUNION
to find the union of two grids.
A sim/lar algorithm exists for the intersection of two sets of intervals.
However a complication arises which necessitates a type of recursive pro-
Eramming. To see this, suppose [a,b] and [c,d] have a nonempty intersection
[e,f]. If [e,f] represents an interval of lines that are common to both
grid k and grid £ then [e,f] may not be m - kn£. For this to be true each
i, e _ i _ f, must have the property that two lines in grids k and £ associated
with i have a honesty intersection. In general [e,f] is itself an inter-
section of intervals. To find this out we must call the intersection of in-
tervals program for each i; thus we have recursion of depth d equal to the
number of dimensions. This phenomena occurs whenever grid points are deleted
from a region; a change occurs in the quad structure when a part of the region
becomes'empty. Another example is the logical coarsening routine in which a
and H - 2hy, Therefine mesh is replaced with a coarse one; e.g., H x = 2h x . Y
are less points in the coarse grid and possibly the quad structure changes
because of the coarsening.
Probably the most difficult routine to implement is the logical transpose
routine. The problem here is to convert vertical lines into horizontal lines;
i.e., interchange the order of sweeping. We will only meution that our solu-
tion is 0(q lob q) where q is the number of quads. The Io Z q comes in
because it appears crucial to sort separately the end points of the entire set
of intervals.
The Routines 3 are difficult because we accept essentially arbitrary grid
configurations. Let K and k represent a coarse and fine grid and assume
that K contains values which we want to interpolate to k. We use billnear
interpolation and everything is okay when there are enough coarse points near
a fine point to interpolate. It turns out, even under reasonable assumptions,
that there are a large number of abnormal cases to consider. Proper pro-
gramming requires code to handle these cases no matter how infrequently they
might occur. It is the cataloging and programming of these cases that makes
the Routines 3 difficult. Also, we want to program so that code goes over to
hAgher order interpolation; e.g. , cubic interpolation.
@Acknowledsement
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